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A joint theoretical and experimental study of the opto-electronic properties of Ta3N5 was con-
ducted by means of ab initio calculations and ellipsometry measurements. Previous experimental
work on Ta3N5 has not been conclusive regarding the direct or indirect nature of light absorption.
Our work found excellent agreement between the optical spectrum computed using the Bethe-
Salpeter Equation and the measured one, with two prominent features occurring at 2.1 and 2.5 eV
assigned to direct transitions between N and Ta states. The computed optical gap, obtained from
the G0W0 direct photoemission gap, including spin-orbit coupling, electron-phonon renormalization
of the conduction band and exciton binding energy, was found to be in excellent agreement with
measurements. Our results also showed that Ta3N5 is a highly anisotropic material with heavy holes
in several directions, suggesting low hole mobilities, consistent with low measured photocurrents in
the Ta3N5 literature.

PACS numbers: 71.20.-b, 71.35.Cc, 78.20.-e

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of Fujishima and Honda1

in 1972 reporting the photoelectrochemical (PEC) de-
composition of water in a Pt-TiO2 cell, various semi-
conductors – most of them oxides – have been inves-
tigated as potential materials for application in photo-
electrochemical cells.2 Among several attractive candi-
dates, tantalum nitride (Ta3N5) appears promising due
to its suitable band gap for visible light absorption and
favorable band-edge positions for water splitting. In par-
ticular, recent electrochemical and spectroscopic mea-
surements have shown that the conduction and valence
bands of Ta3N5 straddle the H+/H2O and O2/H2O redox
potentials,3 possibly allowing Ta3N5 to perform unas-
sisted water splitting. In addition, considering complete
absorption and 100% utilization of photons higher in en-
ergy than the band gap, this material could exhibit a
photocurrent of 12.5 mA/cm2.4 However, photoelectro-
chemical measurements of several Ta3N5 samples in dif-
ferent conditions have reported photocurrents less than
7 mA/cm2, even with an applied bias and in the presence
of electrocatalysts.5,6

Aiming to fully characterize the opto-electronic prop-
erties of Ta3N5 and to understand possible reasons for
the limited photocurrent, we have performed a joint
experimental and ab initio theoretical study of Ta3N5.
Ab initio calculations were carried out using density
functional theory7 (with local, semi-local, and hybrid
exchange-correlation functionals) and many-body per-
turbation theory (at the G0W0 level),8,9 and the op-
tical absorption spectra were computed by solving the
Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE).8,10 We also used ab ini-
tio calculations to compute the effective masses of holes
and electrons, and gain insight into the carrier transport
properties of Ta3N5. In addition we experimentally mea-
sured the dielectric functions with ellipsometry.

In this work we present a detailed analysis of the

opto-electronic properties of Ta3N5, showing that the
material is highly anisotropic, with heavy holes in sev-
eral directions, pointing to low mobilities. The excellent
agreement found between measured and computed opti-
cal spectra allowed us to provide an interpretation of the
main absorption onsets, found to be direct transitions
between N and Ta states. We also discuss the differences
between direct and indirect gaps and between photoe-
mission and optical gaps.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec.
II, we describe the details of our ab initio calculations
and ellipsometry experiments; in Sec. III we present our
results for the structural properties, electronic gap and
effective masses, optical band gap, optical spectra, and
spectroscopic ellipsometry; and in Sec. IV we provide
our conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES

A. Ab initio calculations

The ground state structural and electronic proper-
ties of Ta3N5 were calculated using density functional
theory (DFT). We used exchange-correlation functionals
within the local density approximation (LDA)11 and the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA-PBE),12 as well as hybrid functionals,
namely PBE013 and the sc-hybrid functional proposed
in Ref. 14 that employs a mixing parameter derived self-
consistently from the macroscopic dielectric function.

In most of the DFT calculations we employed the
Quantum Espresso (QE)15 package, plane-wave ba-
sis sets with energy cutoff of 160 Ry, and norm-
conversing Hartwigsen-Goedecker-Hutter (HGH)16 pseu-
dopotentials (Ta 5s25p65d36s2 and N 2s22p3 states were
treated as valence states). We also carried out calcu-
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lations using localized basis sets, in particular the linear
combination of atomic orbitals method as implemented in
CRYSTAL09.17 In this case, we employed an all-electron
Gaussian-type 7-311G* basis set18 for the N atoms; for
the Ta atoms we adopted the Hay-Wadt small-core ef-
fective core pseudopotential19 and we variationally opti-
mized the exponents of the valence states, first for the
isolated ion Ta+5 and then for Ta3N5. We used 242
and 301 k-points in the QE and CRYSTAL09 calcula-
tions, respectively. (We assessed the convergence of the
k-point mesh in QE calculations by comparing results for
the structural properties and electronic gaps at the PBE
level, obtained with 242 and 476 k-points, which were
identical).

We calculated the quasiparticle energies using many
body perturbation theory (MBPT) at the G0W0 level.
The G0W0 calculations were performed starting from
DFT/PBE orbitals using the Yambo code.20 The calcu-
lated G0W0 band gap as well as valence band maximum
(VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) were con-
verged within 0.05 eV with respect to the numerical pa-
rameters, namely number of bands, size of the dielectric
matrix and screened Coulomb potential, k-point mesh,
energy cutoff for the ground state wavefunctions. In the
G0W0 scheme the independent-particle Green’s function,
G0, and the screened Coulomb interaction, W0, are eval-
uated non self-consistently using Kohn-Sham eigenvalues
and single particle orbitals. In this work we did not inves-
tigate the effect of self-consistency; based on the G0W0

and self-consistent results reported in Ref. 21 for oxides
and some nitrides (starting from Kohn-Sham orbitals ob-
tained with gradient corrected functionals), we estimate
the error introduced by the lack of self-consistency to be
smaller than 10% for theG0W0 value of the electronic gap
of Ta3N5. The optical absorption spectra were obtained
by solving the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE),8–10 start-
ing from our G0W0 results and employing the double-grid
method for k-point sampling.22

B. Ta3N5 sample preparation

In our sample preparation, 29 nm of Ta metal were de-
posited onto Si(100) wafers by electron beam evaporation
(Innotec ES26C). These films were oxidized at 700◦C in
a gaseous stream of 20 sccm O2 and 80 sccm Ar for one
hour to form Ta2O5 and subsequently nitrided at 850◦C
in 50 sccm of gaseous NH3 for 8 hours in a tube fur-
nace to make Ta3N5 (Mellen Company SC12.5R, three
zones). This procedure yielded a film of 60 nm thick-
ness as measured by cross-sectional scanning electron mi-
croscopy, SEM (FEI Magellan 400 XHR, 5 kV). X-ray
diffraction (XRD) (PANanalytical X’Pert Pro Materials
Research Diffractometer) was performed with Cu Kα ra-
diation in specular reflection mode to ensure the desired
Ta3N5 phase was formed when compared to a powder
diffraction reference sample (PDF reference code 01-079-
1533).

C. Spectroscopic ellipsometry

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is a versatile optical tool
that measures the polarization of reflected or transmitted
light, and it allows for the determination of film thickness
and optical constants of materials over a wide range of
photon energies. It is a remarkably accurate technique
but a drawback is its indirect nature, since the data has
to be fit with optical models to determine the desired
information and gain physical insight.23

The data measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry are
Ψ and ∆, which correspond to changes in the amplitude
ratio and phase of s- and p-polarized light, respectively.
Ψ and ∆ are related by the complex reflection ratio ρ,
i.e. the ratio of the Fresnel reflection coefficients for s-
and p-polarized light:

ρ =
rp
rs

= tan Ψ exp (i∆) =

Erp

Eip

Ers

Eis

(1)

where Erp and Ers are the reflected electric fields for s-
and p-polarized light, respectively, and Eip and Eis are
the incident electric fields.23

Ellipsometry data is typically modeled as sum of os-
cillators of given strength, to determine the optical con-
stants and/or thickness of the material being analyzed.
The optical constants, namely the refractive index n
and the extinction coefficient k, provide insight on the
amount of atomic and electric polarization occurring in
the material, and they are related to the dielectric con-
stant ε = ε1 + iε2,23 where ε = N2 and N = n + ik is
the complex refractive index. Hence, ε1 = n2 − k2 and
ε2 = 2nk.

Reflectance-mode ellipsometry was performed with a
J.A. Woollam M2000 ellipsometer centered around the
Brewster angle for the silicon substrate (70◦) at three
5◦ intervals over a photon range of 0.7 to 6 eV. Op-
tical modeling was conducted with WVase32 software
by J.A. Woollam.24 The data model took into account
the presence of three layers, i.e. a semi-infinite Si sub-
strate, the native SiO2 layer, and Ta3N5, where we used
Drude, Tauc-Lorentz, and effective medium approxima-
tion (EMA) models. The native SiO2 layer thickness was
measured using ellipsometry prior to Ta metal deposition
as 16.36 Å and assumed to be unchanged after the ox-
idation and nitridation of Ta metal for the purposes of
parameterization.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural properties

The Ta3N5 crystal has an orthorhombic structure with
space group Cmcm. The conventional unit cell con-
sists of 32 atoms, where each Ta atom is bonded to six
N atoms, while N atoms have three or four Ta atoms
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The crystal structure of Ta3N5. The
solid has an orthorhombic structure with space group Cmcm.
Ta and N atoms are shown as grey and blue spheres, respec-
tively. Ta has six neighbors and N has three or four neighbors.

(see Fig. 1). In order to check the validity of our com-
putational scheme, we first optimized the geometry of
Ta3N5 using DFT calculations with both LDA and PBE
exchange-correlation functionals. As shown in Table I
our optimized lattice parameters are in good agreement
with the experimental results25 as well as with previous
theoretical works.26–29 Our calculated bond lengths and
angles (not shown) are within ± 0.60% (using PBE) and
±1.30% (using LDA) of the experimental values,25 which
indicates that both LDA and PBE satisfactorily describe
the structural properties of Ta3N5.

B. Electronic gap and effective masses

Recent UV-vis measurements of Ta3N5 powders3 and
thin films30,31 have shown that the absorption edge oc-
curs near 600 nm, indicating that Ta3N5 has an opti-
cal gap of about 2.1 eV. We investigated the electronic
structure of Ta3N5 using both DFT (with LDA, GGA,
and hybrid funcionals) and MBPT (within the G0W0 ap-
proximation). The DFT/PBE and DFT/LDA calcula-
tions were performed at the experimental and optimized
geometries, while hybrid functionals and G0W0 calcula-
tions were carried out only at the experimental geometry,
which is very close to the theoretical one at the PBE level
(see Table I). We found that Ta3N5 is an indirect band-
gap semiconductor with the VBM located at the Γ point
and the CBM located at Y point (see Fig. 2). The den-
sity of states displayed in Fig. 3 shows that the top of the
valence band is mainly composed of N 2p orbitals, while
the bottom of the conduction band is mainly composed
of Ta 5d orbitals. This is in agreement with previous
work29,33,34 and indicates that the transitions near the
absorption edge occur between N 2p and Ta 5d orbitals.

Table II shows our calculated direct and indirect
electronic band gaps, as well as results reported
previously.27,29,33–35 As expected, the DFT/PBE and
DFT/LDA band gaps are underestimated when com-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Band structure of Ta3N5, obtained
using DFT/PBE at the experimental geometry. The blue
arrow indicates the indirect band gap Γ-Y. Note the small
difference with the direct gap at Γ.

TABLE I. Calculated lattice parameters (see Fig. 1) and vol-
ume of Ta3N5, obtained using DFT. The functional and code
(within parentheses) used in the calculation are given in col-
umn 1.

Functional a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) volume (Å3)

This work

PBE (QE) 3.87 10.22 10.26 406.41

PBE (CRYSTAL) 3.90 10.33 10.32 415.80

LDA (QE) 3.85 10.14 10.16 396.40

Previous work

revPBEa 3.99 10.69 10.69 455.96

PBEb 3.87 10.24 10.26 406.59

PBEc 3.91 10.32 10.35 417.63

GGA+Ud 4.00 10.43 10.48 437.23

HSEd 3.87 10.25 10.27 407.38

Experimente 3.89 10.21 10.26 407.26

a Reference 26: localized basis set, Troullier-Martins norm
conserving pseudopotentials, SIESTA code

b Reference 27: plane-wave basis set with kinetic energy cutoff of
500 eV, 10 × 8 × 4 k-point mesh, VASP code

c Reference 28: plane-wave basis set with kinetic energy cutoff of
500 eV, Ta 5p65d46s1 orbitals in the valence state, VASP code

d Reference 29: plane-wave basis set with energy cutoff of 500 eV
for GGA+U and 400 eV for HSE calculation, Ta 5p65d46s1

orbitals in the valence state, VASP code
e Reference 25
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Partial (upper (Ta) and middle (N)
panels) and total (lower) density of states (DOS) of Ta3N5,
obtained using DFT/PBE at the experimental geometry.32

pared to the experimental result (2.1 eV); the PBE0
hybrid functional, on the other hand, strongly overes-
timates the band gaps. As discussed in Ref. 14 this large
overestimate may partly stem from the mixing param-
eter α used in PBE0 calculations, and the results can
be improved by setting α equal to the inverse of the
high-frequency dielectric constant ε∞. We used the self-
consistent hybrid mixing scheme (sc-hybrid) proposed
in Ref. 14 with α = 1/sc-ε∞, where sc-ε∞ was com-
puted self-consistently (sc) using the coupled perturbed
Kohn-Sham (CPKS)37 method as implemented in CRYS-
TAL09. We obtained a self-consistent value for the di-
electric constant (sc-ε∞) equal to 9.17 and, as shown in
Table II, we found an indirect band gap of 1.88 eV and
direct band gaps of 2.12 (Γ point) and 2.19 eV (Y point),
which are in good agreement with experiment.

However, the sc-hybrid results were obtained with lo-
calized basis set and they may be 0.1-0.2 eV lower than
the corresponding fully converged results. Indeed, the
DFT/PBE gaps obtained using the CRYSTAL09 code
differ from those obtained using the QE package by 0.11-
0.19 eV, due to the difference in basis sets and pseu-
dopotentials employed in the two calculations. Since
the plane-wave cutoff was fully converged and the pseu-
dopotentials used in QE at the PBE level are consistent
with the treatment of the interaction between the valence
electrons (the Hay-Wadt pseudopotential used in CRYS-
TAL09 is derived at the Hartree-Fock level of theory), we
consider the plane-wave results as the best numerical re-
sults for Ta3N5 at the DFT/PBE level of theory. Hence
approximately all PBE gaps obtained using CRYSTAL09
for this system are most likely underestimated by 0.1-
0.2 eV. Assuming the same underestimate holds at the
hybrid functional level, our extrapolated PBE0 gap is in

TABLE II. Direct (ED
g ) and indirect (EI

g ) electronic band
gaps of Ta3N5 calculated using DFT (with various exchange-
correlation functionals specified in column 1) and many body
perturbation theory within the G0W0 approximation. We
considered both experimental and optimized geometries. Di-
rect band gaps are listed at Γ and Y points (see Fig. 2). Unless
otherwise specified, our DFT results were obtained using the
Quantum Espresso code.

Functional EI
g (eV) ED

g (eV) ED
g (eV)

Γ-Y Γ point Y point

Experimental geometry

PBE 1.43, 1.26a 1.68, 1.49a 1.66, 1.54a

LDA 1.27 1.52 1.50

PBE0 2.79a 3.05a 3.15a

sc-hybrid (α = 1/sc-ε∞)b 1.88a 2.12a 2.19a

G0W0 1.93 2.23 2.22

Optimized geometry

PBE 1.43, 1.29a 1.66, 1.50a 1.66, 1.55a

LDA 1.22 1.46 1.51

Previous work

PBE 1.27c, 1.2d 1.4d

1.2e, 1.25f

PW91 1.1g 1.4g

EVGGA 1.5e

LDA 1.1e

GGA+U 2.1c 2.3c

mBJh 2.1e

PBE0 2.91f

HSE 2.20c, 2.21f

1.81i

∆-sol 2.37i

a Obtained using the CRYSTAL09 code
b Functional defined as in Reference 14
c Reference 29: plane-wave basis set with energy cutoff of 500 eV

for PBE and GGA+U calculations and 400 eV for HSE
calculation, Ta 5p65d46s1 orbitals in the valence state, VASP
code, optimized geometry

d Reference 33: full-potential linear augmented-plane-wave
(FLAPW) method, WIEN97 code, experimental geometry

e Reference 34: full-potential linear augmented-plane-wave
(FLAPW) method, WIEN2k code, experimental geometry

f Reference 35: plane-wave basis set with energy cutoff of 450 eV,
4 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh, VASP code, PBE optimized geometry

g Reference 33: plane-wave basis set with energy cutoff of 36 Ry,
Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials, 6 × 6 × 6 k-point mesh,
VASP code, experimental geometry

h Modified Becke-Johnson potential [36]
i Reference 27: plane-wave basis set, VASP code, PBE optimized

geometry; energy cutoff of 520 eV and 7 × 7 × 3 k-point mesh
for the HSE calculation, and 500 eV and 10 × 8 × 4 k-point
mesh for the ∆-sol calculation

agreement with that of Ref. 35.

We note that the inclusion of Ta 5s and 5p semicore
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TABLE III. Energy (eV) of the highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied states, computed at the DFT/PBE and G0W0

levels of theory, at different k-points (see Fig. 2). The highest
occupied state at the Γ point is set to zero energy.

Γ T Y A R

DFT/PBE

highest occupied 0.00 -0.44 -0.24 -0.77 -0.32

lowest unoccupied 1.65 1.66 1.40 2.48 2.17

G0W0

highest occupied -0.04 -0.55 -0.33 -0.99 -0.45

lowest unoccupied 2.19 2.18 1.89 3.03 2.68

states in the valence partition is important to obtain ac-
curate band gaps and structural parameters. Tests were
conducted at the PBE and LDA levels: see Supplemen-
tal Material.38 For example, without semicore states, i.e.
with only Ta 5d36s2 states treated as valence states, us-
ing the PBE functional and the experimental geometry,
we found indirect and direct (at the Γ point) band gaps of
1.18 and 1.43 eV, respectively, which are 0.25 eV smaller
than those obtained with Ta 5s and 5p semicore states in
the valence.38 These results may explain some of the dis-
crepancies between our and previous numbers reported
in the literature.

Finally we checked the effect of the spin-orbit interac-
tion on the band-structure of Ta3N5 at the DFT/PBE
level and the experimental geometry by using full rela-
tivistic pseudopotentials. We obtained small decreases of
0.03 eV in both direct and indirect band gaps obtained
without spin-orbit coupling.

Quasi-particle (QP) gaps were computed at the G0W0

level using DFT/PBE wavefunctions at the experimental
geometry, and they are reported in Table III (note that
we used 3 × 3 × 3 k-point mesh and 80 Ry for the cal-
culation shown in Table III and 12× 6× 6 k-point mesh
and 160 Ry cutoff energy to obtain the DFT/PBE results
listed in Table II). We found that the highest occupied
states at the Γ and Y points are shifted to lower energy by
0.04 and 0.09 eV, respectively, while the lowest unoccu-
pied states are shifted upward by 0.54 and 0.49 eV. This
results in a QP indirect band gap (Γ-Y) of 1.93 eV and
direct band gaps of 2.23 (Γ point) and 2.22 (Y point) eV,
in excellent agreement with the converged results of sc-
hybrids. Note that the G0W0 correction to the band
gap of Ta3N5 comes mainly from the shift of the conduc-
tion band, and this shift is not rigid. We found that the
difference between our calculated QP indirect band gap
and the lowest QP direct band gap is 0.29 eV, similar to
those obtained at the DFT/PBE and DFT/LDA levels
of theory (between 0.23 and 0.28 eV).

To gain insight into the carrier transport properties of
Ta3N5 we computed the effective masses of holes (m∗h)
and electrons (m∗e) from quadratic fits of the bands (we
considered the band structure obtained using DFT/PBE

at the experimental geometry). Our results, presented in
Table IV, show that both electrons and holes have large
effective masses along some directions; for example, we
found m∗e = 2.70m0 along Y-Γ and m∗h = 3.56m0 along
Γ-Y direction. This suggests that Ta3N5 may have low
carrier mobilities and hence poor bulk charge transport
properties, which can be one of the causes of the low
photocurrents (less than 60% of the theoretical limit) re-
ported for this material.

Recently, Pinaud et al.39 investigated the photoactiv-
ity of Ta3N5/Ta photoanodes as a function of the film
thickness and morphology, finding that both electron and
hole mobilities can affect the performance of Ta3N5 pho-
toanodes. The photocurrent appeared to scale primar-
ily with surface area (large surface areas improve hole
collection at the solid/liquid interface) rather than with
thickness (related to the electron mean free path), indi-
cating that the hole transport plays a major role. The
results of Table IV are consistent with this finding: the
effective masses of holes are larger than those for elec-
trons in most directions, indicating that holes have lower
mobility than electrons and are the limiting factor in the
generated photocurrent.

C. Optical band gap

To predict the optical band gap from our calculated
QP band gap we computed the exciton binding energy
and estimated the effect of electron-phonon interaction
on the computed energy levels. To obtain the latter
we followed the procedure adopted in Ref. 40: consider-
ing the Fröhlich Hamiltonian model41 and the Rayleigh-
Schrödinger perturbation theory,42 the renormalization
of the conduction band at the Γ point is given by

∆E = −h̄ωLO
[
α+ 0.0159α2 + 0.000806α3 +O(α4)

]
(2)

where ωLO is the longitudinal optical phonon frequency
and

α =
e2

h̄

(
m∗

2h̄ωLO

)1/2(
1

ε∞
− 1

ε0

)
(3)

is the coupling constant. Here m∗ is the conduction band
effective mass and ε∞ and ε0 are the high-frequency (elec-
tronic contribution) and static (ionic and electronic con-
tributions) dielectric constants, respectively. ε0 was ob-
tained using

εαβ0 = εαβ∞ +
4π

Ω∑
m

(
∑
kα′ Z∗kαα′U∗mq=0(kα′))(

∑
kβ′ Z∗kββ′U∗mq=0(kβ′))

ω2
m

(4)

where Z∗ are the Bohr effective charges, U∗mq=0 are the
eigenmodes of the dynamical matrix at q = 0, and ωm
are the vibrational frequencies.
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TABLE IV. Effective masses (m∗) of holes and electrons obtained from quadratic fits of the band structure of Ta3N5 computed
at the DFT/PBE level of theory at the experimental geometry. m0 is the electron mass.

m∗/m0

holes 0.66 (ΓX) 0.27 (ΓZ) 3.56 (ΓY) 0.32 (YX1) 0.72 (YT)

electrons 0.23 (ΓX) 1.70 (ΓZ) 2.70 (YΓ) 0.21 (YX1) 0.85 (YT)

TABLE V. High-frequency (ε∞) and static (ε0) dielectric constants of Ta3N5 obtained using several levels of theory. All
calculations were carried out at the experimental geometry. In the sc-hybrid calculation, the mixing parameter α was self-
consistently determined from the high-frequency dielectric constant (α = 1/ε∞), as proposed in Ref. 14.

ε∞ (PBE)a ε∞ (PBE)b ε∞ (PBE0)b ε∞ (sc-hybrid)b ε0 (PBE)a

xx 10.71 10.74 8.00 9.25 35.80

yy 10.52 10.47 8.37 9.39 43.51

zz 9.70 9.99 7.86 8.86 86.46

averagec 10.31 10.40 8.08 9.17 55.26

a Obtained using plane-wave basis set, density functional perturbation theory and the QE code
b Obtained using localized basis set and the CPKS method as implemented in CRYSTAL09
c εaverage = (εxx + εyy + εzz)/3

We calculated ωLO, ε∞ and ε0 using density functional
perturbation theory,43 at the DFT/PBE level of theory
and at the experimental geometry, and employing the
QE code. By considering the highest optical phonon fre-
quency we found h̄ωLO = 0.108 eV. The diagonal compo-
nents of ε∞ and ε0 are listed in Table V (columns 2 and
6, respectively). We also computed ε∞ using the CPKS
method as implemented in CRYSTAL09. In this case,
we employed the PBE and PBE0 functionals as well as
the sc-hybrid functional14 with α = 1/ε∞. The results
of these calculations are listed in columns 3, 4, and 5 of
Table V. We found an excellent agreement, at the PBE
level, between the values obtained using plane-wave basis
set and density functional perturbation theory (column
2) and those computed employing localized basis set and
the CPKS method (column 3). We also note that our
εaverage∞ = 8.08–10.40 agrees with previous theoretical
results [7.20–10.80]29,34 obtained using different levels of
theory, namely LDA, PBE, GGA+U, EVGGA, and mBJ.

By taking the average values of m∗eΓ (0.96m0), εPBE
∞

(10.31), and εPBE
0 (55.26), and using Eqs. (2) and (3),

we found α = 0.87 and ∆E = −0.09 eV, which indi-
cates a decrease of 0.09 eV in the band gap at the Γ
point due to the electron-phonon interaction. If we con-
sider the single values of m∗eΓ, εPBE

∞ , and εPBE
0 in the

x, y and z directions, instead of the averages, we ob-
tain values of ∆E ranging from −0.04 to −0.15 eV. We
also found ∆E = −0.13 and −0.11 eV when we used
εaverage
∞ (PBE0) = 8.08 and εaverage

∞ (sc-hybrid) = 9.17, re-
spectively, in Eq. (2).

The exciton binding Eb can be calculated as the dif-
ference between the first excitation energy of the opti-
cal spectrum (see Sec. IIID) and the QP band gap. We
found Eb ≈ 0.05 eV, which is smaller than (but in reason-
able agreement with) the values 0.07, 0.12, and 0.09 eV

estimated from the hydrogenic model44

Eb =
µ

m0ε2
RH (5)

using ε = εaverage∞ = 10.31 (PBE), 8.08 (PBE0), and 9.17
(sc-hybrid), respectively. Here µ is the effective reduced
mass (1/µ = 1/m∗e + 1/m∗h), m0 is the electron mass,
and RH is the Rydberg constant of the hydrogen atom
(13.6 eV).

Therefore, from the QP gap at the G0W0 level of
2.23 eV (see Table II), considering the effects of spin-orbit
(−0.03 eV), the electron-phonon interaction (−0.09 eV)
and exciton binding (∼ −0.05 eV), we obtain an opti-
cal direct band gap of 2.06 eV at the Γ point, in agree-
ment with the experimental results. As discussed in Sec.
IIA, we expect the error introduced by the lack of self-
consistency to be less than 10%21 and most likely to
amount to an increase of the computed G0W0 gap. Hence
the value reported here (2.06 eV) might be an underes-
timate (of the order of 10%) of the self-consistent GW
value, which could be as high as ∼ 2.28 eV, a value still
in good agreement with experiments.

D. Optical spectra

In a recent work, Pinaud et al.30 reported UV-vis ab-
sorption spectra collected on Ta3N5 thin films with differ-
ent thicknesses. The spectra show two absorption edges
at 600 nm (2.1 eV) and 500 nm (2.5 eV), respectively.
In order to provide an interpretation of these edges, we
computed the optical absorption spectrum at the BSE
level of theory starting from G0W0 results. Since BSE
calculations generally require a large number of k-points,
we employed the double-grid method proposed in Ref. 22
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to speed up the convergence.
Figure 4 shows the absorption coefficient (α) of Ta3N5

computed at the BSE/G0W0 level of theory, compared
with the experimental result obtained with UV-Vis
spectroscopy.30 The absorption coefficient (α) was cal-
culated from the dielectric function (ε = ε1 + iε2):

α(E) =

√
2E

h̄c

√
|ε(E)| − ε1(E). (6)

Our calculated dielectric functions ε1 and ε2 computed
within BSE/G0W0 are shown in Fig. 5 and compare well
with those obtained from ellipsometry measurements (see
Sec. IIIE).

Both α and ε2 computed within BSE/G0W0 exhibit
two clear absorption features below 3 eV. The first one
is an absorption edge at ∼2.0 eV, indicating that Ta3N5

has a direct band gap of ∼2.0 eV, while the second one
has an onset at 2.5 eV. Since our BSE calculations do
not include phonon-assisted transitions, these edges cor-
respond to direct interband transitions. Our calculated
density of states shown in Fig. 3 shows that both features
correspond to direct transitions between N 2p and Ta 5d
states.

From our BSE calculations of ε1 we found ε1(0) ≈
8.17, which is in satisfactory agreement with the value of
9.17 obtained with the sc-hybrid functional (see Table V).
This value is, however, smaller than those obtained at
the DFT/PBE level of theory (10.31 – 10.40). Most of
this difference is likely due to the difference between the
PBE and G0W0 band gaps: the BSE calculations were
performed starting from our G0W0 results, and the G0W0

gaps are larger than those obtained at PBE level.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Absorption spectra of Ta3N5 com-
puted using the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE), compared
to the experimental result (from Ref. 30) obtained with UV-
Vis spectroscopy. In our calculations, we used a Lorentzian
broadening of 0.1 eV.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Dielectric functions ε of Ta3N5 com-
puted using the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE), compared
to the experimental results obtained using spectroscopic el-
lipsometry (see Sec. IIIE). In our calculations, we used a
Lorentzian broadening of 0.1 eV.

Figure 6 displays the diagonal components of the com-
puted ε tensors and shows that Ta3N5 is a strongly
anisotropic material; the absorption onset strongly de-
pends on the light polarization direction (we considered
linearly polarized light in our BSE calculations). For
polarization in the x direction the absorption edge oc-
curs near 2.0 eV, while in the y and z directions the
onsets of absorption are at 2.5 and 2.1 eV, respectively.
Anisotropy among xx, yy, and zz components of ε1 and
ε2 was also recently reported in Ref. 34 by Rashak, who
found absorption edges of 2.2, 2.7, and 2.6 eV for x,
y and z directions, respectively, using full potential lin-
ear augmented-plane-wave (FPLAPW) method with the
modified Becke-Johnson potential (mBJ).
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Components of the ε1 and ε2 tensors
obtained at the BSE level of theory. Solid, dashed, and dotted
lines correspond to xx, yy, and zz components, respectively.
We used a Lorentzian broadening of 0.1 eV.

E. Spectroscopic ellipsometry

Figure 7 shows a cross-sectional SEM image of Ta3N5

on Si. The Ta3N5 layer forms as a porous network from
an evaporated Ta film due to changes in density that oc-
cur in the film during the thermal oxidation and nitration
steps.39 According to XRD (Fig. 8), a crystalline Ta3N5

phase was produced with no indication of other tantalum
nitride phases.

Our ellipsometry data can be described as a sum of
oscillators derived from Drude and Tauc-Lorentz mod-
els. The Drude model describes light absorption arising
from free carriers in metals and semiconductors.23 In the
case of Ta3N5, the n-type doping concentration is rather
high due to reduced Ta species from N3− anion vacancies,
hence free carrier absorption is a valid assumption.30,45

Free carrier absorption is generally visible at low ener-
gies down to the infrared46 and below the bandgap. The

Drude model for intraband absorption is given by

ε = ε∞ −
A

E2 − iΓE
(7)

where A = ε∞E
2
p , ε∞ is the high frequency dielectric

constant beyond the plasma energy Ep, Γ is a broadening
parameter and E is the photon energy.23

The Tauc-Lorentz oscillator model for ε2 with asym-
metric peaks as products of the Tauc joint density of
states and Lorentz model (which only contains symmet-
ric peaks for ε2) is:48

ε2 =

{
AE0Γ(E−Eg)2

(E2−E2
0)2+Γ2E2 · 1

E when E > Eg

0 when E ≤ Eg
(8)

where A denotes optical transition matrix elements, E0 is
the peak transition energy, Γ is the peak broadening term
and Eg is the optical bandgap. The ε1 term is then cal-
culated from ε2 using Kramers-Kronig integration with
the addition of an additional fitting parameter ε1(∞).48

Since the Ta3N5 film is porous, the value of the di-
electric function could be affected by the dielectric con-
stant of air. To account for the void spaces in the Ta3N5

film, an effective medium approximation (EMA) model
can be used with phases a and b denoting the Tauc-
Lorentz/Drude models for Ta3N5 and void space, re-
spectively. For our analysis, the Bruggeman approxima-
tion was used which assumes a spherical dielectric in a
medium:

fa
εa − ε
εa + 2ε

+ (1− fa)
εb − ε
εb + 2ε

= 0 (9)

where fa and (1− fa) are the probabilities of finding εa
and εb in a spherical space.49,50

Drude, Tauc-Lorentz and EMA models were applied to
Ta3N5 grown on Si to determine the electronic structure
of the nitride. Multiple Tauc-Lorentz oscillators were
used to parameterize the various electronic transitions
occurring in Ta3N5.46 Since the thickness of the film in
question is known and held as a fixed parameter, direct
numerical inversion (point-by-point fit) of the ellipsom-
etry data was performed to first extract the dielectric

FIG. 7. (Color online) Cross-sectional scanning electron mi-
crograph of Ta3N5/Si showing a film thickness of 60 nm.
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TABLE VI. Spectroscopic ellipsometry optical model parameters for Ta3N5 (see text).

A Γ E0 Eg ε1(∞) EMA MSE

Drudea

0.78± 0.06 10± 2.6

Tauc-Lorentzb

136± 11 0.48± 0.01 2.0± 0.002 2.1 2.66± 0.1 9.9± 4.5 8.5

157± 18 1.18± 0.03 2.8± 0.02 2.44± 0.01

399± 243 0.54± 0.07 3.46± 0.1 3.32± 0.04

232± 64 1.32± 0.3 3.99± 0.09 3.74± 0.14

a Defined as ε = −AΓ/(E2 + iΓE) (Ref. 24)
b Defined by Eq. 8
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FIG. 8. (Color online) X-ray diffractogram of Ta3N5/Si pre-
pared by oxidizing and nitriding 29 nm of Ta metal electron
beam evaporated onto Si (Ta3N5 reference PDF 01-079-1533).
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Directly inverted and modeled dielec-
tric function of Ta3N5 including the Tauc-Lorentz, Drude and
EMA oscillator strengths used in the model. The estimated
void fraction from the model is 9.9± 4.5%.

function.46,47 The optical model-derived dielectric func-
tion could then be compared to the direct inversion one.
The mean square error (MSE) figure of merit was used
to determine the quality of the model fit to the exper-
imental Ψ and ∆ values. A low MSE value indicates
a good fit, hence it is desirable for MSE to approach a
value of 1.51 Figure 9 shows ε1 and ε2 obtained by direct
inversion of the experimental data and by the the Drude
and Tauc-Lorentz models (with an EMA void fraction of
9.9±4.5%). Table VI summarizes the fit parameter values
for the oscillator curves shown in Fig. 9. The native SiO2

thickness of 16.36 Å was fixed in this model to represent
the SiO2 layer between the Si substrate and the Ta3N5.
While, in principle, the SiO2 layer could grow thicker
during Ta3N5 synthesis, we conducted a sensitivity anal-
ysis and found that the modeling results are robust with
respect to changes in this parameter (see Fig. S2 in Sup-
plemental Material). The Ta3N5 thickness of 60 nm was
also fixed for parameterization. Our fitting parameters
and experimental data agree well with previous Ta3N5

ellipsometry results.46

The Eg fit parameters that emerge from modeling the
ellipsometry data describe the interband transitions oc-
curring in Ta3N5. A unique model of this ellipsometry
data required four Eg fit parameters at 2.1, 2.44, 3.32 and
3.74. The first transition occurs at Eg = 2.1 eV which
agrees with the results obtained using ab initio calcula-
tions at the BSE/G0W0 level of theory (see Sec. IIID)
as well as previous experimental findings using UV-Vis
data.3,30,31 This parameter was fixed because it is the
first feature, correlates with the Tauc-Lorentz oscillator
occurring at a peak transition energy of∼4 eV and agrees
with previous literature findings.30,46 Furthermore, the
next transition occurring at Eg = 2.44 also agrees with
the BSE/G0W0 optical spectra (shown in Figs. 4 and 5)
and the absorption feature seen in Ref. 30 occurring at
∼2.5 eV. A third interband transition occurs at an Eg of
∼3.3 eV and agrees with the BSE/G0W0 optical spectra
(Fig. 5) and with previous literature findings.46 Finally,
a fourth transition can be inferred from the parameteri-
zation that occurs at an Eg of 3.74 eV.
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Figure 5 shows good agreement for the real and imag-
inary parts of the dielectric function of Ta3N5 without
voids obtained from parameterization of spectroscopic el-
lipsometry data and those computed by theory, where the
three transitions occurring at 2.1, 2.44 and 3.32 eV are
direct. We note that the dielectric function of Ta3N5 in
Fig. 5 has higher values than the function in Fig. 9 be-
cause it is for the Ta3N5 layer only, without the addition
of the void space EMA layer included in Fig. 9 for the
porous Ta3N5 film.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we presented a joint theoretical and ex-
perimental study of the opto-electronic properties of crys-
talline Ta3N5. Our optical spectra computed using the
Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE) within many body per-
turbation theory are in excellent agreement with UV-vis
(Ref. 30) and ellipsometry measurements performed in
this work. In particular the optical gap (2.06 eV) com-
puted from the G0W0 photoemission gap, taking into
account spin-orbit coupling, exciton binding energy and
electron-phonon interaction, compares very well with the
measured value of 2.1 eV. Both our calculations and el-
lipsometry measurements showed that the two previously
poorly understood features present in the low energy part
of the absorption spectrum originate from direct tran-
sitions between N and Ta states. We also found that
Ta3N5 has an indirect gap about 0.2-0.3 eV lower than
its smallest direct gap. For both direct and indirect gaps,

results obtained at the G0W0 level of theory are in excel-
lent agreement with those of recently proposed sc-hybrid
functionals.14 Theoretical BSE and experimental dielec-
tric functions were found to be in good agreement.

Our theoretical results also showed that Ta3N5 is a
highly anisotropic material with large electron and hole
effective masses in certain directions (up to ∼3–3.5 elec-
tron masses), indicating that this material may have low
mobilities, consistent with measured photocurrents in the
literature that are well below the optical limit. In par-
ticular we found that holes are in general heavier than
electrons, consistent with the experimental finding39 that
the photocurrent scales primarily with the surface area
of the films (large surface areas improve hole collection
at the solid/liquid interface) rather than with thickness.
These findings suggest that engineering the morphology
of Ta3N5 films may help improve its photoelectrochemi-
cal performance.
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